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I spoke with U.S. Magistrate Judge Michael W. Leavitt in Yakima, Washington ;
regarding the possibility of extending the Search Warrant for a period of time greater
than 10 days. As it is right now, I am having to travel from Seattle to Yakima or
Spokane, which are on the other side of the state, every ten days, which as become
very old. The Magistrate understands the problem inherent with this type of SW and
believes there should be awav to get around this 10 dav issue. I
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I I life Maaifetfete was not sure it this was possible:
he only suggested we look into it. This is an "if then" type of scenario. I
Just an idea,. Let me know what you think.
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I'm OGC counsel to ITD and interested in your Magistrate's thought that he can
get a search warrant for an IPAV/CIPAV for a period of time greater than the 10
day period authorized by Rule 41. As you can see the lawyers at ILU are
stumped. Is it possible that you or you AUSA partner can ask the Magistrate for
details? How does he see doing this?
This could be very important if we could get SW for periods to exceed 10 days.
Please let me know what you think.
Thanks,

Assistant General Counsel
Science and Technology Law Unit/OGC
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